
Category: Technical: Ball Control
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

FC Teaneck U11 Dribbling and Shielding

Set up: 20x20(or as needed)
Players dribbling in a defined space.
Players using all surfaces of the feet.
Coaching Points:
Encourage players to change directipon with cuts slap cuts sole
rolls drag backs scissors step over when coach gives a signal eg
a clap.
Demonstrate moves before hand if needed.

Technical Warm Up

Set up: 20x20(or as needed)
Pair up players with one ball between two.
On coach's command partner tries to steal ball.
Player that ends with ball at end of time eg 30 seconds. wins a
point.
ball goes out of bounds player who puts it out loses possession.
After two trials coach will step in and show proper technique of low
center of gravity with bended knees , harder to get knocked over.
Legs wide apart keeping defender further away from ball with ball
being on the furthest foot away from defender. Like riding a
surfboard.
Use of arms to feel the defender and his whereabouts and for
balance. Creat a personal cage but no striking out with the arms.
Use all surfaces to control ball outside of foot/sole etc. to move the
ball.
look over shoulder to see where defender is coming from.

Steal Shield

40 x 30 Grid
Two zones 8 yards long by 30 across Middle Zone 25 yards long
by 30 across.
In middle Zone play 2v2 or 3v3 and players in middle or trying to
play into center forward to turn and beat defender over end line to
score a point.
Conditions:Players are restricted to their zones
Progression: Players are now using the center forward to hold up
play and return a pass into oncoming midfielder.
Change end zone players regularly.

3v3 to 1v1 in end zones



Play a regular game using formations that suit the team.
eg. 1:331 vs 1:2:3:2

SSG 6v6 (30 mins)
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